Measuring and developing suturing technique with a virtual reality surgical simulator.
We have developed an interactive virtual reality (VR) surgical simulator for the training and assessment of suturing technique. The surgical simulator is comprised of surgical tools with force feedback, a 3-dimensional graphics visual display of the simulated surgical field, physics-based computer simulations of the tissues and tools, and software to measure and evaluate the trainee's performance. This study uses the simulator to measure and compare the skills of 8 experienced vascular surgeons versus 12 medical students when performing a virtual reality suturing task. Eight parameters of the suturing task were measured: total tissue damage, accuracy of needle puncture, peak tissue tearing force, time to complete the task, damage to the surface of the tissue, angular error in needle technique, total distance traveled by the tool tip, and a measure of overall error. Three test conditions (dominant hand, nondominant hand, and 3-dimensional needle guide) were tested. Statistical significance was defined as a univariate two-sided p value < or = 0.05. The surgeons' average performance was significantly better than the students' average performance for three of the measured parameters (total tissue damage, time to complete the task, and total distance traveled by the tool tip) for each of the test conditions. For the test condition most similar to surgery (using the dominant hand to suture) one additional parameter was also significantly different (the measure of overall error). The medical students showed improvements for 6 of the 7 parameters for which the users received feedback during the training process. The surgeons also had significant improvement for 4 of the 7 parameters. The students had a larger improvement than the surgeons for 6 of the parameters, but these differences were not statistically significant. Data indicate differences between surgeon and nonsurgeon performance and in improvement in performance with training. One possible explanation for the superior performance of the surgeons is that their suturing skills applied well to the simulated suturing task. Additional research is required to confirm or deny the similarity between actual and simulated surgical tasks and the relevance of virtual reality surgical simulation to surgical skill assessment and training.